**Directions**

**Airport to hotel:** After exiting the airport, follow signs to 60S/Pittsburgh. Stay on highway 15 miles to Fort Pitt Tunnel (name changes from 60S to 22/30E to 279N). Get in right lane before tunnel. Exit tunnel, enjoy the stunning view for a moment, cross bridge, and take 376E/Monroeville exit, then 2 miles to Forbes Ave/Oakland exit. At the 10th light, L onto Bellefield, then immediate L onto 5th, then immediate R onto Tennyson. Holiday Inn entrance is on the left. The hotel is directly in front of a huge 30 story gothic tower called the Cathedral of Learning.

**Hotel to airport:** R on 5th Ave. Stay in the third lane from the left (the leftmost lane is for buses only). At the 9th light, L onto Craft, then immediate R onto Forbes. Merge into Blvd of the Allies at the stop sign. Get in right lane, go 1.5 miles to 376W. Follow signs to 279S/Fort Bridge Bridge/Airport). After Fort Pitt Tunnel, follow signs to the airport for 15 miles.

**Airport-hotel shuttle:** The “Airport Express” shuttle leaves from the US Air Baggage Claim area every hour on the hour 9am-10pm. The charge is $12.50 one way or $21 round trip. Your destination is the Holiday Inn Select - University Center on the Pitt Campus in the Oakland neighborhood of Pittsburgh.

**Hotel-CMU shuttle:** Best bet is to walk, but if the weather is bad, the hotel runs a shuttle to anywhere within a 3-mile radius every 1/2 hour on the the 1/2 hour from 7:30am - 8:30pm.

**CMU campus maps:** The information desk on the first floor of the CMU University Center has detailed campus maps.